Brief summary of the work under analysis
Akbarzadeh-T et al. describe in [1] a novel approach for surrogate-modeling in evolutionary algorithms called GA-AFFG. This method generates fuzzy granules in the solutions' space increasingly, as the search goes on, where each granule has an associated fitness value. New solutions are compared to existing granules, if a solution is similar enough to a granule, then the fitness of the granule is used as the fitness of the solution; otherwise, the real fitness function of the solution is computed and a new granule is generated. The authors propose a dynamic threshold that increases with the optimization process, making more difficult for solutions to be evaluated with granules at final generations. The authors report results on both benchmark and real (industry) problems.
Comments on the work under analysis
We found the ideas proposed in [1] very interesting and useful for both practitioners and researchers on evolutionary computation. However, we also found questionable information and methodological issues that, we think, should be made public to the scientific community in order to correctly understand the actual capabilities of the GA-AFFG method. The rest of this note elaborates on the main inconsistencies 1 we identified. We have identified the following inconsistencies:
• The conditional statement for deciding whether solutions should use granules' fitness or the real fitness function equates two quantities of different nature and scale, which makes the conditional to have little sense. son does not make sense. In order to support our previous statement, we ran the algorithm using the same parameters as specified by the authors in Tables 2 and 3 hand and the domain for the corresponding variables. Therefore, the conditional statement under analysis is not correct. Fig. 3 shows average values, over 10 runs, of the same variables when maximizing the different functions. 4 It can be seen that the behavior of both quantities is even more erratic. Actually, for most functions, the real fitness function would not be used at all (i.e., θ i is always larger than max k∈{1,...,l}μ j,k ). Therefore, we can conclude that the statements of the authors on the behavior of θ i , and, consequently, on the usage of the surrogate during the search, do not hold.
This is true when facing the benchmark functions as minimization and maximization problems.
• The experimental study on benchmark problems is uninformative as the problems were approached as maximization tasks. In Table 2 , in [1] , the authors report maximization performance of their method in problems F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , F 5 and F 6 . However, it is well know that those functions are minimization problems, this can be verified in textbooks, the references cited by the authors, or even by searching in the Web, see e.g., [2] . In consequence, the observations and conclusions from [1] regarding benchmark functions are not necessarily valid.
In this context, we show in Table 1 the performance reported by the authors in [1] , and the performance obtained by our implementation of GA-AFFG approaching the problems as minimization ones (correct implementation). For reference we also show the known optimum for each function. As expected the performance reported in [1] is far away from the known optima (columns 2 and 3). Nevertheless, the results obtained with our implementation of the method may give the reader an idea of the actual performance of GA-AFFG when minimizing all of the functions. Although the correct implementation of GA-AFFG is somewhat competitive (columns 4 and 5 in Table 1 ), all of the analysis reported in ..,l}μ j,k (see Fig. 1 ), for all benchmark functions considered in [1] , during 100 generations of a genetic algorithm. All of the functions were minimized.
Section 3.1 from [1] is misleading and the conclusions from the authors in that respect cannot be taken as valid (e.g., it cannot be argued that GA-AFFG is better/worse than the reference methods, at least not in such benchmark functions).
Conclusions
We have discussed two major inconsistencies in the GA-AFFG method described in [1] , we think it is necessary to make publicly available this information as practitioners and researchers may have a wrong idea on the capabilities and limitations of the proposed approach. Despite the fact we found some inconsistencies, we would like to emphasize that we found the underlying idea of the method quite novel and interesting. In fact, we have already extended 5 a correct implementation of this method in [3] . Although our results are encouraging, we passed difficult times in understanding the behavior of the method and using it correctly. We think this note would significantly help other researchers in the same situation. ..,l}μ j,k (see Fig. 1 ), for all benchmark functions considered in [1] , during 100 generations of a genetic algorithm. All of the functions were maximized.
